
CANADA 

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND TECHNICAL SURVEYS 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA 

BRIEF INFORMATION ON PROSPECTING AND EXPLORATION FOR URANIUM IN CANADA 

1. Prospecting and Staking Regulations . No special permit other than 
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the license applicable to any metal and mineral is required to authorize prospecting 
or ,staking for uranium in Canada . Prospecting and staking are under the jurisdic
tion of the various provincial governments and the administration of the Northwest 
Territories and Yukon ïerritory. Although the regulations follow more or less the 
same pattern, they differ in details. It is, therefore, necessary for a prospector 
first to decide the province or territory in which he intends to prospect, and then 
to obtain information on the requirements for that province or territory and to 
obtain a staking license, which is valid only in the province or territory for which 
it is issued. To learn whether a particular area is already staked or is open for 
staking, or whether mineral rights for that area belong to the owner of the land 
rights, it is necessary to obtain claim maps or information from the head office of 
the government department concerned or from the appropriate local Mining Recorder . 
The addresses of the Provincial Departments of Mines and the Federal department 
from which staking licenses and information may be obtained are listed at the end 
of this pamphlet. The Department of Mines and Technical Surveys is a research and 
mapping organization that does not administer mineral rights or staking in any part 
of Canada. 

2. Rights of Non-Canadians . Citizens of the United States oi' other 
countries admitted to Canada have the same prospecting and staking privileges as 
Canadian citizens. Persons entering Canada to prospect are now required to pay 
duty on Geiger counters and similar equipment . 

J. Atomic Energy Regulati ons. Although staking regulations are under 
Provincial or Territorial jurisdiction, the Atomic Energy Control Act of Canada and 
the regulations made under that Act require that radioactive discoveries, from 
which radiometric tests or assays showing 0 . 05 percent or more of uranium or 
thorium are obtained, be reported to the Geological Survey of Canada which for 
this purpose acts for the Atomic Energy Control Board. Such reports should give 
full details of the location and as much information as possible on the type of 
occurrence, kind of samples taken, etc . Such reports are treated confidentially 
unless released by the discoverer or claim owner . Once a discovery has been 
reported, no further formalities need be complied with unless and until advanced 
exploration is to be undertaken. Such advanced exploration includes any diamond 
drilling in excess of one year's assessment work done in a single year, any 
underground work, any removal of bulk samples, and detailed geophysical or 
geologioal surveys made on the ground and of a quality such that they would be 
accepted as assessment work. Before such work is undertaken, application should 
be made to the Secretary, Atomic Energy Control Board , P.O. Box 1046, Ottawa, 
for an Exploration Permit, giving the following information: 

(1) The full name and address of the applicant, and if the applicant 
is a corporation the manner of its incorporation and the names and addresses of 
all its directors and officers; 

(2) The name and address of the person who will be in charge of the 
work on the ground; 
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(3) A complete and accurate description by claim number , district and 
province, or by lot and concession number , township, county or district , and 
province of all property intended to be covered by the order; 

(4) A general description of the work contemplated; and 

(5) A consent, from the holder of any existing Expl oration Permit 
covering the property or any part thereof, to the revocation of the existing 
Permit . 

An Exploration Permit is issued free of charge and it stipul ates that a 
full report with accompanying plans , diamond drill l ogs , assays, etc . be supplied to 
the Geol ogical Survey of Canada yearl y. Such reports are treated confidentially 
unless released by the property owner or optioner . If the stage of production is 
approached, app l ication must be made t o the Atomic Energy Control Board to have the 
Expl oration Permit cancelled and to have a Mining Permit issued in its place. A 
Mining Permit stipulates the manner of disposal of ores or concentrates, and the 
amount of information that may be published . It a l so stipulates that a yearly 
r eport of operations be forwarded t o the Geological Survey of Canada . If a property 
is abandoned or an option is not exercised , a request to have the Exploration or 
Mining Permit cancelled should be made to the Atomi c Energy Control Board . If work 
is suspended but may be resumed, a request may be made to the Geological Survey of 
Canada t o have reporting suspended . 

Testing Samples. The Geologi cal Survey of Canada is prepared to make 
r adiometri c tests on samples from new discoveries , and to identify radioactive 
minerals in such samples when warranted . Because many commercial assaying firms 
are now prepared to make radiometric tests and other analyses for uranium and 
because of the heavy demands made on the services of the Geological Survey, such 
tests are limited to not more than six samples from any one discovery or group 
of claims and these are performed only when the samples are sent directly by the 
discoverer or property owner. Correspondence is avoided if the locality and ot her 
informat i on is reported when the samples are submitted . Samples should be addressed 
to The Director , Geo l ogical Survey of Canada, Ottawa, and marked for 1Radi oactivity 
Tes t 1 • Sorne Provincial Departments o.f Mines a l so test a limited number of samples 
for prospectors , but, in general, after the earliest stages have been passed, 
prospectors and companies are expected to have their samples tested commercially . 

The Mines Branch of the Department of Mines and Technical Surveys performs 
special tests on bulk samples from deposits that have been expl ored sufficiently t o 
indicate that they show promise of commercial size and uranium content . These te sts 
indicate the ease or difficulty of treatment, the most suitable method of treatment 
and the probable recovery , Arrangements to have these tests performed should be 
made with the Mines Branch before shipping samples. 

Disposing of Discoveries . Many radioactive discoveries are tao small to 
be of interest, or have an average uraniwn content that is too low. Others warrant 
exploration to obtain further information regarding their size and content, and from 
these a relatively small nwnber eventually become productive. The deposits found 
in Canada thus far have not been favourable for small - scale mining by the discoverers 
or by small partnerships; all uranium mining in this country has been done by 
compani es supervised by men experienced in mining . The usual procedure is for a 
prospector t o do a little preliminary stripping or trenching on a discovery t hat 
he thinks merits it, and thus to prepare it for the first examination, then to 
try to i nterest a mining company in optioning or buying the claims and carrying 
on further expl oration of the deposit. 
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Government officials are not permitted to recommend properties to buyers 
or to advise prospectors specifically regarding companies that might be interested. 
Prospectors can readily ascertain from the mining press what companies are most 
active in acquiring and exploring uranium properties, and their addresses can be 
found in directories and handbooks. 

The Geological Survey of Canada examines as many uranium properties as 
possible each year in connection with its own studies, but it does not undertake to 
make special examinaticns on behalf of the discoverers or owners. The decision as 
to whether a property should be visited is based on the staff available and on the 
samples and reports received. Officers of many Provincial mining departments also 
examine properties on about the sarne policy. Because of the large number of 
discoveries being reported it is unlikely that government geologists will be able 
to visita new discovery promptly unless it shows exceptional qualities, or unless 
it happens to be in an area being investigated. 

Prices and Market for Ores and Concentrates. The Canadian Government 
does not finance prospectors nor paya reward for a uranium discovery. Ores or 
concentrates containing more than 0 .05 percent uranium or thorium may not be 
removed from the place of origin or sold without permission from the Atomic Energy 
Control Board. However, no permission is required for the removal of small specimens 
for display or small samples for tests or assays. 

Eldorado Mining and Refining Limited, as agent for the Government, will 
purchase acceptable ores or concentrates at prices fixed by the Government and 
guaranteed for a term of years. Acceptable ores or concentrates are defined as 
containing a minimum of 10 percent of uranium oxide (U30s), but under special 
circumstances consideration may be given to payment of a higher price or to 
acceptance of ores or concentrates of lower grade. 

The maximwn guaranteed price that will be paid per pound of U305 contained 
in acceptable ores or concentrates is $7.25 for the first 3 years of production. 

The guaranteed price payable until April 1, 1962 is calculated by multi
plying the average number of pounds of U305 per ton of mill feed by $2.75; adding 
a milling allowance of $7.25 per ton of ore milled; and dividing the · sum of the two 
by 70 percent of the average number of pounds of U30S per ton of mill feed. In 
addition, a development allowance of $1.25 per pound of U30S contained is payable 
for the first 3 years of production. 

It should be noted, however, that special price agreements have been 
made with Eldorado by all privately owned uranium mines that have so far been 
brought into production in Canada. This is because of low grade of the ore mined 
or because costly leaching plants for treating the ore had to be constructed. 
Because uranium is no longer in short supply the negotiation of such special agree
ments has been suspended. This has caused a marked decline in the amount of pros
pecting for uranium and of acquisition and exploration of prospects. However, some 
prospecting and exploration is being done to try to demonstrate the presence of 
deposits that could be mined under the published schedule of prices or to the 
longer-term future. 
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Authorities believe that there will be considerable demand for uranium 
after 1962, but are unable to ·predict what prices may prevail or whether the market 
will be guaranteed. 

In the case of ores or concentrates valuable mainly for some other metal, 
but also containing uranium or thorium, the possibility of making special arrange
ments may be discussed with the Atomic Energy Control Board. 

There is no particular demand for thorium at present, and no guaranteed 
market or prices for it. Experiments in the use of thorium for atomic energy 
purposes are being conducted, but it does not appear likely that a large demand for 
thorium will arise in the near future, At present the supply of thorium from other 
countries is plentiful, in the form of monazite concentrates; recent prices in the 
United States range from 13 cents to 22 cents a pound, depending on the grade. 
However, some companies are interested in acquiring and exploring exceptional 
_thorium deposits in the hope of an increased future demand. 

Export Permits. Before shipping radioactive samplès or other radioactive 
material out of Canada it is necessary to obtain an Export Permit. Forms for this 
purpose are obtainable from any Collector of Customs. 

Specimens of Radioactive Minerals. The Geological Survey of Canada has a 
limited numbèr of small specimens of pitchblende and carnotite ore for sale to 
prospectors to show the nature of these minerals and for testing counters. Pitch
blende. is the principal uranium-bearing ore mineral and carnotite is useful as an 
example of the yellow secondary uranium minerals found commonly at or near the 
surface of deposits . Because it is difficult to obtain suitable specimens, only 
one specimen of pitchblende is sent to an applicant, who must be an adult Canadian 
citizen. A charge of 50 cents is made for each specimen of pitchblende, and 15 
cents is charged for each specimen of carnotite. Payments should be made by Money 
Order payable to the Receiver General of Canada . Orders should be sent to the 
Director, Geological Survey of Canada, Ottawa . Pitchblende can also be bought from 
dealers in the United States. The specimens of carnotite distributed by the 
Geological Survey are purchased in the United States, because carnotite occurrences 
are rare in Canada. 

Radioactivity Detectors . A list of Canadian dealers in Geiger counters 
and other radioactivity detectors can be obtained from the Mines Branch or the 
Geological Survey of Canada, Department of Mines and Technical Surveys. These 
branches do not recommend specific instruments or dealers. In general, the 
experience in Canada has been that the cheaper instruments are satisfactory for 
ordinary prospecting but that the cheapest get out of order more often than those 
of moderate price. The most expensive models are used mainly for special purposes. 
Sorne dealers rent counters when they have 1rentals 1 available ; for information it 
is necessary to consult various dealers. 
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No organization of the Federal Government lends, rents, or repairs 
counters, as these are widely-available commercial products . Dealers either repair 
counters or can recommend firms that repair them. 

Owners of meter-equipped counters frequently ask for instructions or 
calibrated samples to permit using these instruments to determine the uranium 
content of a deposit. A field counter is, however, useful mainly as a detector 
rather than as a quantitative instrument, in ordinary prospecting. Therefore, it 
is recommended that, in general, a counter be used only to indicate whether it is 
worth while to take samples and to have them tested in a laboratory. 

Travel. Information on travel in Canada can be obtained from the Canadian 
Government Travel Bureau, Ottawa. Information on travel within a particular area is 
included in rnany reports of the Geological Survey of Canada . Information on regula
tions covering use of private aircraft can be obtained from the Civil Aviation 
Division, Air Services Branch, Department of Transport, Ottawa. 

Other Considerations. Although it is true that anyone, with the aid of a 
radioactivity detector, has a chance of finding an important uranium deposit, 
experience in Canada so far bas shown that considerable knowledge and experience is 
almost essential. In this country there are many bodies of weakly radioactive rocks 
and many small mineral occurrences, which are confusing to those without a fair 
knowledge of the subject. Therefore, beginners should consider that they have only 
an outside chance of finding an important deposit, unless they are prepared to spend 
a good deal of time and effort in studying and gaining experience. Although -se-veral 
very important uranium deposits have been found in Canada and although many others 
have warranted exploration, some of which will probably become productive, most 
discoveries have proved small and insignificant. Therefore, prospectors need 
knowledge, not only of where and how to prospect to best advantage, but also of how 
to judge which occurrences are worthy of attention. General information of this 
kind can be obtained from publications of the Geological Survey of Canada and of 
some Provincial mining departments. A list of publications of the Geological 
Survey related to uranium is available . 

Neither the Geological Survey nor other Federal agencies can select areas 
for prospectors nor make specific recommendations on favourable areas and conditions, 
beyond the advice contained in publications . Also, because of the large number of 
persons interested in prospecting, most inquiries have t o be answered by means of 
publications rather than by individual attention . In deciding on a region for 
prospecting, the best procedure for an inexperienced person is to read general 
government publications such as ''The Geology and Economie Minerals of Canada", 
Canadian Deposits of Uranium and Thorium", or "Uranium in Canada , 1954", as well 
as the mining press, tçi l earn the districts and conditions that .'.l.re considered most 
attractive, and in this way t o decide on. one or more broad regions. Having done so, 
he can then select more detailed local publications from lists of publications or 
by writing to the Geological Survey or the Provincial Department of Mines concerned 
to learn if other regional maps ot r eports are available . 

In using a radioactivity detector it is important to remember that the 
instrument can detect thorium as well as uranium, and that large exposures of weakly 
radioactive material cause misleadingly strong reactions. The recommended procedure 
is first to use the counter to seek places where counts of t wo or three times the 
background count or more are obtained; then to take samples of the radioactive rock 
or mineral to a place where the background is normal and hold each sample against 
the counter. Any that do not then cause a count of two or three times background 
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or more are probably not worth sending for tests. Those that do cause such counts 
should be sent to a laboratory for radiometric or other tests, at least until one 
becomes familiar with his instrument, after which he will be better able to judge 
which samples should be sent for tests. It is sometimes useful to include one 
sample selected from the most radioactive spot, if it is designated as a selected 
sample. If this gives only a low assay, the deposit is probably of little value, 
as its average content will almost certainly be still lower. Also, it is easier 
to identify minerals in high-grade samples . Samples should, however, ordinarily 
be taken so as to represent as nearly as possible the average content. Each sample 
should weigh a pound or more. In general, mineral identifications are not required 
unless or until a deposit is shown to be of promising size and uranium content. 

Special r qdiometric tests distinguish adequately between the uranium 
content and the total rad~oactivity of preliminary samples, Prospectors who do not 
wish to wait for laboratory results can obtain from dealers special blow-pipe kits 
for use with an u1tra-violet lamp, for making field tests to indicate whether a 
mineral contains mainly uranium or thorium. 

Aerial Detection. Experiments in aerial detection have been conducted by 
Federal Government organizations since 1947. More recently, since the advent of 
scintillation counters, private organizations have made many airborne surveys. 
Although a few occurrences have been found as a direct result, none of the producing 
mines nor deposits that now show greatest promise was discovered in this way, How
ever, airborne surveys using what are now considered to be favourable techniques 
have been made only by a fe w operators and within the last two years or so, there
fore adequate comparisons with ground prospe cting cannot yet be made. The greatest 
problem appears to be that the Canadian Precambrian Shield contains many occurrences 
of weakly radioactive rocks that yield a background such that indications from 
significant exposures are overwhelmed . This difficulty is partly overcome by 
surveys at low altitudes. The main promise for airborne surveys therefore appears 
to lie in readings at 300 feet or less above terrain, using helicopters or 
conventional aircraft. 

An article explaining some recent results, entitled 11 Prospecting Local 
Areas Wi th The Air borne Scintillometer 11 , by G. 11!1. Brovmell and R. J . R. Schaller, 
appeared in The Precambrian, March 1954. Another article is contained in 11Elementary 
Yiiining Geophysics", by Canadian Exploration Geophysicists; this is out of print, but 
the article can be found in the Northern Miner, January 7, 1954, It is expected that 
another article, by A. F . Gregory, wil l be published soon in the 81_1lletin, Canadian 
Institute of Eining and Metallurgy . Other articles are listed .dl 11 .A List of 
Publications on Prospecting in Canada, and Related Subjects", Geolcgical Survey of 
Canada , Paper 54-1, Price 25 cents. 

Scintillation counters for airborne use are made irt Canada by Canadian 
Aviation Electronics, 387 Sutherland Avenue, Winnipeg; Electronics Associates, 
4616 Yonge Street, Wi llowdale , Ontario ; )'1easurements Sngineering, Arnprior, Ontario; 
Nuclear Enterprises, 1750 Pembina Highway, Winnipeg; and P.S.C. Applied Research, · 
1450 0 1Connor Drive, Toronto. These instruments range from small battery-powered 
sets weighing about 15 pounds and costing about ~1200 to larger and more expensive 
high-count-rate sets. 

Charter airborne surveys have been made by Aeromagnetic Surveys, 1450 
O'Connor Drive, Toronto; Canadian Aero Service, 348 Queen Street, Ottawa; Lundberg 
Explorations Limited, 80 Richmond Street West, Toronto; Nuclear Enterprises, 1750 
Pembina-Highway, Winnipeg; and Spartan Air Services, Uplands Airport, Ottawa. 
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M.aps showing results of airborne radioactivity surveys have not been 
published by Federal organizations, but some such maps have been issued by the 
Governments of Ontario and Saskatchewan. · 

Mineral Deposits Division 
Rovised June, 1957. 
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frovincial Denartments of Mines. 

British Columbia: Department of Mines, Victoria, B.C. 

Alberta: Department of Lands and Mines, Edmonton, Alta. 

Saskatchewan: Department of Mineral Resources, Regina, Sask. 

Manitoba : Mines BJ;:anch Department of Mines and Natural Resources, Winnipeg, Man . 

Ontario: Department of Mines, Toronto, Ont . 

Que bec: Department of i'iines, Que bec, Que. 

New Brunswick: Department of Lands and r1iines, Fredericton, N.B. 

Nova Scotia: Department of Mines, Halifax, N.S. 

Prince Edward Island: Deputy Provincial Secretary, Provincial Government 
Offices, Charlottetown, P.E.I. 

Newfoundland: Department of Mines and Resources, St. Johns, Nfld. 

Northwest Territories and Yukon. 

Lands Division, Northern Administration and Lands Branch, Department of 
Northern Affairs and Resources, 238 Sparks Street, Ottawa. 

Department of Mines and Technical Surveys. 

Topographie maps: The Director, Surveys and Mapping Branch, Department of 
J.iiines and Technical Surveys ~ Ottawa. 

Air Photographs: The Director, Surveys and Mapping Branch, Department of Mines 
and Technical Surveys, Ottawa: attention: National Air Photo Library. 

Treatment tests: The Director, Mines Branch, Department of Mines and Technical 
Surveys, 56.8 Booth Street, Ottawa. 

Geological publications, radioMetric tests, etc .: The Director, Geological 
Survey of Canada, Departrnent of T!iines and Technical Surveys, Ottawa. 

Atomic Energy Control Board. 

The Secretary, Atomic Energy Control Board, P.O. Box 1046, Ottawa, Ont. 

Entry to Canada. 

Immigration Branch, Department of Citizenship and Immigration, Ottawa, Ont. 

Customs. 

Customs and Excise Division, Department of National Revenue, Ottawa, Ont. 

Travel 

Canadian Government Travel Bureau, Department-of Northern ..Affairs, and Natur-al 
Resources, Ottawa, Ont. 
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